Supervisor Newsletter: Monthly

Sunday August 4!

Employees to help plan some last-minute summer fun for you and your 😎
We've got more exciting things to share. Stay tuned.

Interfaith Calendar
Office of Organizational Excellence
Office of Access and Opportunity
Organizational and Professional Development

For more information on how you can volunteer to help with move-in shirt and a meal card as a token of our appreciation.

is calling on our amazing faculty and staff to help give a warm welcome to MYgroup Website

Prescribing Museum Visits
👓

Episode: 🎧
📖
transition to learn more.

of Information Technology, Center for Teaching Excellence, and Office of
LEAD: Leading at USC and Writing Position Descriptions
Team Dynamics
New Supervisor Orientation
Psychological Safety
LEAD: Interviewing and Selecting Employees
Dealing with Difficult People
Training and Development
явление.

We asked Cathy

team member of OPD, and we're thrilled she'll be leading the upcoming
Change Practitioner through Prosci. Cathy is already a transformative
She is an Associate Certified Coach through the International Coach
Cathy comes to USC

an invaluable resource for all supervisors, providing support and
We are so excited to welcome Cathy Donnelly, our new
🌟

🌟
Retirement Income

process, as outlined below, depending on where the hire is in workflow.
additional $1,125 or 2.25%, as applicable, to the requested base salary to
hires effective on or after 6/16/2024 you may wish to include an
appropriation bill was passed by the General Assembly and includes a

- Please resubmit the hiring eForm. Actions not submitted in a timely manner will
- Job Change eForm. Actions not submitted in a timely manner will
- Do not be retroactively applied
- submission of increase requests, which is due to Central HR by close
- permits the increase and funds are available to support the cost of
- employees whose annualized salary is less than $50,000 will receive
- FTE employees paid current the GI is effective 7/1/2024.
- under will increase by $1,125 and by 2.25% for employees earning
- If an employee is struggling to connect to their leader or frustrations
- If an employee is struggling to connect to their leader or frustrations

Ironically, practicing self-compassion is essential if your initial
life frustrations are inescapable surprises we all face are key.
Acknowledging that everyone makes mistakes and realizing daily
yourself when mistakes happen and try speaking to yourself kindly.
Positive self-talk links to an ability to maintain a balanced perspective, not lose their
overwhelmed by negative emotions when faced with adverse events.

- practicing self-compassion. Self-compassion is
- The ability to face adversity and overcome it, can be lumped into this life
- If an employee is struggling to connect to their leader or frustrations
- An employee is struggling to connect to their leader or frustrations
- An employee is struggling to connect to their leader or frustrations

Job Change eForm. Actions not submitted in a timely manner will
- Do not be retroactively applied
- submission of increase requests, which is due to Central HR by close
- permits the increase and funds are available to support the cost of
- employees whose annualized salary is less than $50,000 will receive
- FTE employees paid current the GI is effective 7/1/2024.
- under will increase by $1,125 and by 2.25% for employees earning
- If an employee is struggling to connect to their leader or frustrations
- If an employee is struggling to connect to their leader or frustrations

Anonymously tell us what you thought of this edition. Your responses will
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